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Elevating Modern Classic Design 

A changing world demands creative and 
purposeful spaces. With inspiring new 
additions to our product portfolio, we’re 
supporting today’s approaches to work and 
social interaction with designs intended to 
engage and captivate. 

Made—not just assembled—in America, 
our products are handmade by local  
artisans using locally sourced materials and 
suppliers whenever possible. Our expertise  
in woodworking, metalworking, and 
upholstery allows us to maintain the highest 
standards of quality and makes customization 
of any size order easy. Whether you call it 
“bespoke” or “custom-made,” we consider 
giving you exactly what you want all in a  
day’s work.





Clover Metal Guest Chair 

Highly refined, uniquely faceted.  
Contemporary lines provide definition 

to upholstery that’s visually balanced by  
light-scaled, stainless steel tubular legs.  

Venlo Console Table

Distinctively timeless. Clean lines and  
bold forms are the hallmarks of this striking 

 table, part of the permanent collection 
on display in the New York Museum 

of Contemporary Art. 

Facade Metal Meeting Table

Architectural forms for interior function. A precision-cut pattern  
within its painted metal base allows light to penetrate the flat expanse, 

creating a more light-scaled form.





Isla Modular Seating 

Rhythmic forms for infinite modularity. An innovative approach  
to modular seating that offers inviting comfort for informal settings 

and fluid spaces. 

Current Metal Lounge

Fresh forms for flexibility. Lines and  
contours provide comfortable support and 

range of motion for casual and formal  
sitting styles. 

Circo Table

Elemental appeal. Enduring style 
combines with a vast selection of sizes 

and material choices for limitless 
design possibilities.



Isla Tables

Rhythmic forms. Inviting curves and a  
sleek silhouette add a modern and  
sophisticated touch to informal settings.





Wane Table

Simplicity meets sophistication. A distinctively tapered  
base creates a strikingly bold silhouette.  

Celina Lounge

Tailored curves. Slightly tapered for a modern take on the  
traditional barrel chair.





Port Wood Lounge

Embracing flexibility. Designed to 
envelop various postures with 

comfort and support. 

Tantus Console Table

Functional elegance. Distinctive angles,  
well-formed corner connections, 

and thoughtful details offer a sharp  
contrast to this bar height table’s  

straightforward function.

Current Wood Table

Fresh forms for flexibility. A sculptural 
wood base offers a light-scaled,  

clean silhouette that brings visual  
warmth to spaces.

Current Wood Stool

Fresh forms for flexibility.  
Casual bar height seating that draws  
from contours and clean lines for a  

light-scaled, quiet aesthetic. 

Pictured here: Port Wood Lounge, Lisa Sofa, Venlo Console Table



Current Wood Collection

Traditional woodcraft is merged with contemporary 
forms to offer a completely fresh perspective.  
Beautiful, sculptural wood bases balance function  
and warmth to bring visual comfort to spaces.  



Pictured here: Circo Table, Venlo Lounge

Cumberland designs are available exclusively 
for commercial spaces through independent 
sales representatives. For more design 
inspiration and to see how our products 
work effortlessly together, visit us at our 
website or follow us on Pinterest, Instagram, 
and Facebook. 
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